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Norges Bank Preview: August 2022 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision: 0900BST/1000CET/0400ET, Thursday 18th August 2022. 

- Regular policy statement due, no new rate path projections or economic forecasts scheduled. 

 

MNI Point of View  
 

Following the larger-than-expected 50bps rate hike in June, the Norges Bank guided that the balance of 

risks sees rates likely being raised by a further 25bps this month. Last week’s CPI however, has 

considerably shifted that balance of risks toward a faster pace of tightening. As a result, a 50bps rate hike 

is now the most likely outcome for the August meeting, with the bank looking to head off the highest 

inflation rate in 25 years. 

This view is shared by the vast majority of sell-side analysts, most of whom switched their Norges Bank 

August call to a 50bps rate rise after last week’s 6.8% inflation print.  

July’s inflation release saw a broad-based rise in prices, with food prices a particular hotspot having lurched higher 

by 7.6% on the month. Nonetheless, the bank’s attention will have been on the CPI-ATE measure, which ticked up 

to 4.5% on the year, a series high on records going back to 1996. This exceeded sell-side forecasts as well as the 

projections made by the bank in their June Monetary Policy Report. They had pencilled in CPI-ATE rising to 4.20% 

in Q1 next year, before drifting lower across the forecast horizon. It is now clear that these projections will require a 

hasty upgrade at the September forecasting round. 

Figure 1: June’s CPI-ATE Projection clearly won’t be met 

 

Source: MNI/Norges Bank 

The magnitude by which this inflation print beat forecast will likely meet the bank’s criteria for faster action. This was 

trailed by governor Wolden Bache in an interview at the end of June, where she re-stated that “If prices rise more 

than we expect, it may be appropriate to raise the policy rate more than currently projected.” 
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Reassuring the bank of any decision to take faster policy action will be their view that while household debt has 

increased, most households retain a sufficient financial margin within which to increase mortgage payments. A point 

of sensitivity unique to Norway due to their overwhelming tendency to use floating-rate mortgage product (surveys 

put floating rate mortgages at circa 95% of the market – a far higher proportion relative to the Eurozone and UK. 

See the ECB study here).  

 

Figure 2: The latest projections saw four further 25bps hikes into end-2022 – this now looks out of date 

 
Source: MNI/Norges Bank 

 

FRA pricing relative to the interbank rate currently fully discounts a 25bps hike for this week, and partially pricing a 

50bps move – although the lack of a material market response to the June rate hike may again mute any solid 

reaction this time around. EUR/NOK continues to trade within range of the multi-month low printed earlier in August 

at 9.7571. It’s unlikely the Bank would be resistant to further currency strength going forward, with the June report 

recognising the currency’s importance in bringing down the import-led cost base – with the bank board again 

pointing to overseas developments as playing a large factor in the current inflationary phase. 

 

This makes the first half of 2023 critical for policy going forward, with Norwegian consumption likely to be heavily hit 

by rising mortgage costs, still heady inflationary pressures and rising rates among foreign trade partners. The bank 

will be particularly aware of their impact on households – and will likely be a key facet for the heavy intervention via 

the judgement factor in path projections going forward. Consumer confidence deteriorated further in Q3 and is now 

lower than the levels seen during both COVID-19 lockdowns as well as the fallout from the Global Financial Crisis.  

 

Figure 3: Consumer confidence slipped further in Q3 
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Analyst Views (Alphabetical Order) – Rate Path Projections 

 

  2022 Rate Decisions 

  August September November December 

Danske Bank….        +50bps +25bps  +25bps 

DNB….     +50bps +50bps   

Goldman Sachs…. +50bps    

ING…. +25bps    

JP Morgan…. +50bps Will signal another +50bps 

SEB…. +50bps Clear risk of +50bps  

Svenska Handelsbanken…. +50bps Inflation could tip another +50bps 

TD Securities…. +50bps    
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Analyst Views (Alphabetical Order): 

 

Danske: Expects 50bp hike and further 25bp hike in September and December 

• Danske expect Norges Bank to hike policy rates by 50bp instead of 25bp after the recent high inflation 

numbers. They still believe that the policy rate will peak in December this year at 2.25% by hiking 50bp next 

week, 25bp in September, and 25bp in December. 

• The double rate hike and the use of the interim meeting show that Norges Bank is now behind the curve, 

and that it is urgent to get interest rates above the neutral rate in order for monetary policy to become 

contractionary and start to slow inflation after inflation surprised to the upside in June. 

• However, some of the more long-term inflation drivers have improved since the June meeting. Commodity 

prices and freight rates have fallen 20-30%, and the price of oil is down almost USD20 per barrel, while 

futures prices are lower than they were before the interest rate meeting in March. 

• The surprisingly high inflation print has changed the risk assessment, where the upside risk dominates and 

other considerations such as employment, financial stability etc. have taken a backseat. This in turn means 

that the medium-term inflation drivers, which have always been Norge Bank’s most important guidance, 

have become less important than current inflation. 

• Based on expectations of a clear weakening in the global and Norwegian economy in H2, Danske still 

believe that Norges Bank will reach the rate peak this year, probably at 2.25% by delivering 50bp in August, 

25bp in September, and another 25bp in December (hence no rate hike in November). However, the front-

loading of the rate hikes as a result of high current inflation means that the risk is on the upside for the 

estimate of 2.25% at year-end. 

 

DNB: Expects 50bp hike and a further 50bp hike in September 

• In June, Norges Bank hiked by 50bp and stated that the interest rate would “most likely” be raised by 25bp 

in August. Since then, the unemployment rate has fallen further and inflation has come in markedly higher 

than expected. 

• While there is a risk that Norges Bank will stick to its gradual approach and hike by 25bp, DNB believe 

recent data points indicate an even tighter labour market and that higher inflation will prompt Norges Bank 

to raise the policy rate faster into contractive territory. 

• These figures will likely lead Norges Bank to put more weight on the risk of a prolonged inflationary period 

to the extent that the previously preferred gradual approach is no longer appropriate. Therefore, DNB 

expect a rate hike by 50bp in August and September. 

 

Goldman: Expects 50bp hike 

• Goldman expect a 50bp hike at their next meeting to contain inflation pressures having previously been 

expecting a 25bp increase given their early start to the hiking cycle. 

• Since surprising with a 50bp hike in June, core and headline inflation have surprised to the upside with core 

inflation in July at 4.4% y/y, 1.2pp above their forecast. Activity data has also been robust, though now 

points towards a slowdown in output growth over the coming months. 
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ING: Narrowly favours 25bp hike 

• Although the latest inflation figures have come in above expectations, and having hiked by 50bp already in 

June, the Norges Bank said in the first line of its monetary policy statement last month that it plans on hiking 

rates by 25bp this month. 

• The overall message was that they intend on 25bp hikes at both quarterly meetings moving forward. 

• Though the bank will be nervous about inflation, its models will acknowledge the fall in global markets since 

June, which would be interpreted as a dovish factor. 

• Activity data also remains robust, albeit now pointing towards a slowing in output growth over coming 

months 

 

JP Morgan: Expect 50bp hike and signal of a similar move in September 

• JP Morgan expect a 50bp policy rate hike in the next meeting against Norges Bank’s forward guidance of 

raising rates by 25bp at each of the four remaining meetings in 2022, and for the committee to signal a 

similar move in September. 

• There will likely be no new rate path presented, but given the break with forward guidance, JP Morgan 

expect Norges Bank to mention its projected terminal rate in the statement which is likely to remain at 

roughly 3%, though see the risk to the upside. 

• Though there have traditionally been no rate changes or new signals about the future direction of monetary 

policy during interim meetings, this time will be different. Not only is a rate hike inevitable, but JP Morgan 

also believes the committee will break with its forward guidance and deliver a 50bp rate hike. On top of this, 

they think the committee will signal a similar move for the September meeting. Norges Bank had previously 

signaled a 25bp hike in each of the meetings in 2H22. Inflation numbers clearly underpin a need to frontload 

rate hikes. 

• A 75bp hike is deemed as unnecessary due to a strong NOK and because households are only guided to a 

25bp hike, therefore a 75bp move would be too drastic.  

 

SEB: Expects 50bp hike 

• Though the Committee have previously stated that “the policy rate will most likely be raised further to 1.5% 

in August”, recent developments nonetheless suggest that Norges Bank will, once again, deviate from its 

guidance and deliver a larger rate hike. 

• Continued upside surprises to inflation both globally and in Norway point to a clear need for a rapid policy 

tightening. 

• High wage growth and a positive output gap is expected to underpin domestic inflation in the coming years, 

while external inflationary impulses are expected to ease from next year. Nonetheless, core inflation 

surprised markedly on the upside. Norges Bank will have to make another large upward revision to the 

inflation trajectory in the Sep MPR implying a need for more front-loading to reach the desired policy 

tightening. 

• Though activity data has been weaker than expected, it is secondary to rising inflation concerns. GDP 

posted a second consecutive monthly decline in May, falling 0.2% m/m while Norges Bank had estimated a 

0.4% rebound. 

• Since the first inflation surprise in June, the market has gradually increased its expectation ahead of the 

August decision and was discounting a 70% likelihood of a 50bps hike. Following the July inflation data, the 

probability has increased to 90%. The market discounts a similar move in September, and some probability 

for a double hike also in November. 

• Clear signs of price pressures being stronger and more broad-based than projected should convince the 

bank to deliver another 50bps hike to 1.75% already at the upcoming rate decision, bringing the policy rate 

to a neutral level. Furthermore, SEB see a clear risk of another 50bps hike at the following September 

meeting. 
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Svenska Handelsbanken: Expects 50bp hike 

• Contrary to the signals in the June Monetary Policy report, Svenska Handelsbanken expects another hike of 

50bp following inflation figures that continue to surprise on the upside. 

• Arguing in favour of another front-loading, Svenska Handelsbanken note that the labour market has 

continued to develop stronger than assumed by Norges Bank, with the unemployment rate also lower than 

assumed. Though preliminary employment data for Q2 shows that the growth rate was weaker than 

expected, on the margin, Svenska Handelsbanken lean towards Norges Bank judging the labour market to 

be tighter than expected. 

• The central bank has underestimated the strength of the current inflationary pressures. This should not only 

warrant another front-loading from Norges Bank next week, as Svenska Handelsbanken expect, but it could 

also tip the central bank into another double rate hike even at the following September meeting. Therefore, 

it will be important to see how strongly Norges Bank signals its intentions for the September meeting. 

 

TD Securities: Expects 50bp hike 

• With inflation releasing much stronger than expected in July, TDS now expect Norges Bank to raise its 

policy rate by 50bps for the second consecutive meeting next week despite the Committee previously 

stating that a 25bps increase would be most likely. 

• Inflation surprised sharply to the upside in July, with headline CPI accelerating 0.5ppts to 6.8% y/y (mkt: 

6.3%). While most of the surprise was driven by a substantial 7.6% m/m increase in food and non-alcoholic 

beverages prices, price pressures were generally broad-based. Headline inflation is also heavily subdued 

by the government's electricity support scheme, without which the headline rate would have come in at 

about 8.9% y/y. 

• In addition, Governor Wolden Bache refused to close the door to larger increases (than a 25bp hike) in an 

interview following the June meeting. 
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MNI STATE OF PLAY: Norges Bank To Hike, 50 bps On Table 

By David Robinson 

The Norges Bank looks set to hike its benchmark rate Thursday, with at least a 25 bps hike seemingly nailed on and 

a fairly good chance that a bigger 50 bps hike finds favour amongst policymakers. 

The August policy meeting is deemed an interim one, with no new public forecast round and no press conference 

following the decision announcement. That could tilt the scales towards the 25 bps hike that the bank’s Monetary 

Policy and Financial Stability Committee projected in its June rate path. 

However, back in June, the bank's economists clearly under-estimated near-term inflation outcomes and any 

acceleration from that guidance could be explained by Governor Ida Wolden Bache in a speech also scheduled for 

Thursday. 

GOVERNOR OPENED DOOR 

When Norway's central bank hiked 50 bps in June the central's bank projections were clear, and were, as Wolden 

Bache said in an MNI interview following the June announcement, seen as “consistent with sequential 25-basis-

points moves at all meetings remaining this year”. At the time of the interview, there were four meetings including 

the August gathering left this year, suggesting a further 100bps of easing, although Bolden Wache did leave the 

door ajar to faster increases (MNI INTERVIEW: Norges Set To Hike By 25Bps A Meeting- Governor). 

“Obviously there is great uncertainty surrounding that forecast and the committee will make a full assessment each 

meeting to assess the risks on the outlook and to make the decision as appropriate. We can’t exclude the 

possibility, of course, that we might need to do more,” she stipulated. 

Now, at the first meeting since June, analysts are divided over whether the central bank will stick to its previous 

projection or step up the pace. 

INFLATION SURGE 

The July inflation prints, compared to the central bank's forecasts, were shockingly high. The 12-month CPI rate 

was 6.8% and the target CPI-ATE rate 4.5%, compared with the 5.1% and 3.2% predicted in June Monetary Policy 

Report. The MPR did show CPI climbing to 5.4% in August and CPI-ATE to 4.2%, but even these peaks would be 

below the July outturn. 

Registered unemployment in Norway has been exceptionally low, with Norges Bank forecasting just 1.8% in 2022 

and 2023. Many employers reported hiring difficulties, and the central bank believes the economy has significant 

excess demand, projecting a positive output gap of 2.0% in 2022 and 1.4% in 2023. 

Against this backdrop the case for further tightening is clear but the question remains over the pace. The currency 

has strengthened compared to its level in June, which will push down on import-related inflation. 

At the same time, part of the currency strength reflects the higher probability markets have placed on accelerated 

tightening the central bank will have to decide this week whether to validate those expectations. 

The import weighted I-44 krone exchange rate index that Norges Bank devised stood at 108.97 on August 15 

compared to 113.57 a month ago, a 4% rise (a fall in the index represents an appreciation).  


